Gunnebo SafeRecycling TCR7
A Profitable, Efficient Frontline Solution
for Fast, Secure Cash Processing

SafeRecycling TCR7

Frontline Efficiency and
Fast, Secure Cash Processing
Your bank branch is a vibrant and critical part of your business. It works with you to
promote your services, attract new customers, strengthen relationships with existing
customers, and drive revenue.
Yet for many financial institutions, creating a more modern and efficient branch
environment can be daunting. Outdated cash procedures. Costly cash processing. Excess
cash inventory. It all adds up to a poor customer experience that leaves revenue on the
table and the customer frustrated. They need a simple, comprehensive and integrated
solution that speeds cash transaction times, makes accurate deposits and stores cash in
real-time, while still engaging customers with a personal touch.
The SafeRecycling TCR7 from Gunnebo meets the demands with a robust set of integrated
teller automation capabilities. Adapted to under-counter installation, it provides an
ergonomic, frontline cash management solution to drive fast, secure and efficient banknote
processing.
Notes are automatically registered, counted, deposited, stored and dispensed at the point of
each transaction. Cash limits become more visible. Excess cash inventories are reduced.
Tellers can spend more time engaging customers and building stronger relationships,
leading to higher referral rates and added cross-selling revenue.

Reliable, High-Performing Technology Drives Value Across the Enterprise
CEO: Shareholder Value &
Customer Satisfaction
• Maximize shareholder value
• Build a strong and supportive
employee culture
• Deliver best-in-class customer
service

CFO: Financial Performance
• Increase revenues and profits
• Reduce labor costs and staff
expenditures
• Reduce the amount of cashon-hand

COO: Operational Efficiencies
• Improve customer service
• Deliver efficient branch
operations
• Maximize branch space and
increase customer flow

Branch Manager: Branch
Efficiency & Teller Productivity
• Drive efficient branch
operations
• In
 crease teller productivity
• Build stronger customer
relationships

Teller: Customer Satisfaction & Secure Environment
• Eliminate transaction and balancing errors
• Cross-sell and up-sell more products
• Deliver a superior customer experience

An intelligent, secure
cash management solution
The TCR7 is a full-service automated note recycling solution designed to
increase security, efficiencies and cost control in your branch operations.
Using a cassette-based intelligent system, notes are verified, accepted,
instantly counted, and housed in a UL-291 rated safe, ready to be
dispensed again.
Once a transaction is started, multiple notes are continuously fed,
processed, loaded and stored by denomination in a cassette. No more
manual counting, dual controls, cash drawer limits, or trips back and
forth to the main vault. For added security, the TCR7 detects and rejects
counterfeit notes back to the teller for evaluation.
The intelligent cassette-based technology provides an optional escrow
process, speeding up each transaction. The cash is securely stored in
multiple cassettes. If the teller needs to reverse a deposit transaction, the
exact same notes are dispensed for the customer.

Demand excellence – and get it.

BENEFITS

The TCR7 delivers the robust set of capabilities you need to transform your
branch into an efficient full-service operation.

• Increase revenue and cash flow
• Reduce operating and staff costs

Ergonomic design – Easily place bills into an open, shutter-free cash slot.
Centralized 5.7” touch screen provides real-time visibility of cash balances
and service information for teller efficiency and comfort. The TCR7 can be
used by multiple tellers simultaneously.
Continuous feed – Automatically count, validate, sort, dispense and store
multiple banknotes for a more efficient, streamlined operation.
Easy maintenance – In the event of an error, touch screen service
instructions provide guidance to the point of jams so it can be easily
cleared by your staff.
Large capacity – Process up to 3,400 notes per cassette and 2,800 notes in
up to 8 split cassettes. The TCR7 stores and recycles cash for up to 17,000
notes into five cassettes.
Maximum security – Store and recycle cash into five secure cassettes and a
UL-291 certified safe.
Note recognition technology – Take 10 pictures per second of the front and
back of notes and store the notes’ serial numbers for added security.
Self-auditing – Count and audit cash in each cassette by moving fully loaded
back cassettes to the two front cassette locations. Fully loaded cassettes
eliminate the need to manually count and prepare cash for CIT pickup.
Enhanced integration – Integrate cash recycling into existing teller software
applications for transparent use across bank operations. Compatible with
popular teller systems and integrations from CFM, Compuflex and Add-On
Technologies, among others.
Small footprint – Compact size and flexible design enable the unit to fit in
small spaces and a wide variety of teller desk configurations.

• Mitigate risk of theft and robbery
• Accelerate cash transactions at drive-up and
over-the-counter
• Reduce cash-handling errors
• Increase real-time visibility of cash-levels across all
branches
• Improve customer and teller security
• Deliver a superior customer experience with
personalized, quality service
• Boost teller productivity
• Increase cross-sell and up-sell product opportunities
• Cut costs with automated internal auditing
• Save time and reduce costs with optional escrow
• Reduce service calls with high reliability

Unmatched Expertise and Service

TECHNICAL DATA
Counting speed

Up to 10 notes/second

Note feeding capacity 	
Continuous feed of notes with
no cash limits
Recycling capacity

Up to 8 denominations

Banknote capacity	5 cassettes with 2,800 notes/
split cassettes and 3,400
notes/full cassettes
Operation

Freestanding

Dimensions

36” high x 21” wide x 40” deep

Weight

1,300 lbs.

Power supply

120V, 60Hz

Gunnebo’s expertise and knowledge in serving the security needs
of financial institutions worldwide, combined with our highly
acclaimed Cash Management technology and services, makes
us uniquely qualified to help you with your cash recycling needs.
We’ve deployed and serviced cash recyclers for a wide range of
retail business applications, helping companies increase revenue,
maximize efficiencies, and build customer relationships.
Gunnebo sells and services its Cash Management solutions
through certified Gunnebo sales and service technicians
nationwide. Coverage includes all 50 states, with a full-service
call center and localized service in over 200 cities, along with
International sales.

Powerful and simple. Innovative and
integrated. The SafeRecycling TCR7 can
grow with your business.
Put the advanced power of Gunnebo
Cash Management technology to work
for you today. For more information,
call 513.874.3733 or visit us online
at www.gunnebo.us
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